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What do you want people to know about 
Jane Goodall? Think about who she is, where 
she worked and what she observed.

What will you tell people about chimpanzees 
and why they are endangered? Think about 
how they live and the threats they face.

Use these words and phrases to help you.

British           scientist           world           expert           Gombe           Tanzania           Africa           names           personalities    

family          chimpanzees           species           extinct           endangered           forests           meat           pets           life cycle

How will you ask people to donate money? 
Think about words that will persuade people 
to help.
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What do you want people to know about 
Jane Goodall?

What will you tell people about chimpanzees 
and why they are endangered?

How will you ask people to donate money? 
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Draw lines from the statements about Jane Goodall to ‘Fact’ or ‘Fiction’.

Jane Goodall is an African scientist who studied 
chimpanzees.

Goodall used numbers to identify the chimpanzees 
that she studied.

Goodall studied chimpanzees living in the Gombe 
National Park in Tanzania.

Fact

Fiction

Her interest in animals began in childhood started 
when her father gave her a toy chimpanzee.

She found out that the chimpanzees had very 
strong family bonds.
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Draw lines from the statements about Jane Goodall to ‘Fact’ or ‘Fiction’. Add your own statements in 
the two blank boxes and ask your partner to decide if your statements are fact or fiction.

Jane Goodall is an African scientist who studied 
chimpanzees.

Goodall used numbers to identify the chimpanzees 
that she studied.

Goodall studied chimpanzees living in the Gombe 
National Park in Tanzania.

Fact

Fiction

Her interest in animals began in childhood started 
when her father gave her a toy chimpanzee.

She found out that the chimpanzees had very 
strong family bonds.
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Write statements about Jane Goodall in the blank boxes. Some statements should be true, and others 
should be false. Swap sheets with your partner. Draw lines from their statements to show whether each 
one is a fact or if it is fiction.

Fact

Fiction
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